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WTD commuter shuttles are a Westport asset

• WTD shuttles provide Westport residents with convenient, 
dependable, cost-effective transportation to and from the 
train stations.  Riders are very happy with the commuter 
shuttles.

-- 92% of riders said they are somewhat or strongly satisfied 
with the service in the WTD’s 2018 survey.

• Commuter shuttles help new residents with transportation to 
the train station before they secure permits – making 
Westport more attractive to young families.

• Shuttles reduce congestion, parking demand and are a 
foundation for “Green” transportation.
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WTD commuter shuttles are a Westport asset (cont’d)

• WTD shuttles differentiate Westport from other communities, 
supporting the real estate market and enhancing the 
“Westport brand.” 

• Commuter shuttles transport employees from the train 
station to their jobs in-town, supporting economic 
development.
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Some other considerations regarding the shuttles

• Shuttle ridership has stopped declining due to the WTD’s 
marketing program and stabilization of the Railroad Parking 
permit waiting list.  Ridership has been growing modestly 
recently.

• While total cost / trip is high, Westport’s subsidy is only $6 / trip; 
CT provides about $14 / trip.

• Westport Transit is working diligently to evolve the commuter 
shuttle model.  The WTD will be able to leverage the NTD’s 
experience, expertise and resources to test the integration of 
‘microtransit’ into the commuter shuttle service to create a 
hybrid operating model with the potential of reducing costs and 
/ or improving service.
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Westport residents support commuter shuttle funding

• Broad representative sample of Westport residents in the 
WTD’s 2018 survey (1,700 respondents) said they support 
Town funding of commuter shuttles.

• About 65% of Westport residents feel low-cost bus service to 
the train and door-to-door service for persons with disabilities 
is “considerably” or “extremely” valuable to the Westport 
community as a whole. 

• Three-fifths of Westport residents (61%) “strongly” or 
“somewhat” agree that the commuter bus service should 
receive financial support from the Town of Westport given 
current facts and circumstances (26% disagree).
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Westport residents support commuter shuttle funding

• Should Connecticut’s fiscal challenges result in a $100,000 
reduction in state support of the bus system:

-- 40% of WTD 2018 survey respondents believe that 
Westport should provide the additional funding (total of 
$325,000 of Town funding) and

-- Another 24% would support $275,000 of funding and

-- Another 26% would support $225,000 of funding.  

Only 11% of respondents thought the commuter buses should 
be eliminated, while 89% supported at least $225K of funding.

(There is no indication at this point that such a reduction 
would occur.)
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3 RTM Committees evaluated WTD shuttles

• On December 3rd, the RTM Transit, Long-Range Planning and 
Finance Committees held a public meeting to discuss the 
commuter shuttles.  Brian Stern and Nancie Dupier of the 
Board of Finance, Jim Marpe, First Selectman, and members 
of the public also participated.

• At end of the meeting, all the RTM members present gave 
their opinions about the shuttles.  While there were concerns 
expressed about the viability of the WTD shuttles, particularly 
given its reliance on uncertain funding from the State, “the 
general consensus was one of strong support for the WTD’s 
commuter shuttles.” (quote from meeting minutes)
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